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Virtual environments offer an ideal setting to develop intelligent training applications. Yet, their ability
to support complex procedures depends on the appropriate integration of knowledge-based techniques and
natural interaction. In this article, we describe the implementation of an intelligent rehearsal system for bio-
hazard laboratory procedures, based on the real-time instantiation of task models from the trainee’s actions.
A virtual biohazard laboratory has been recreated using the Unity3D engine, in which users interact with
laboratory objects using keyboard/mouse input or hand gestures through a Kinect device. Realistic behavior
for objects is supported by the implementation of a relevant subset of common sense and physics knowledge.
User interaction with objects leads to the recognition of specific actions, which are used to progressively
instantiate a task-based representation of biohazard procedures. The dynamics of this instantiation process
supports trainee evaluation as well as real-time assistance. This system is designed primarily as a rehearsal
system providing real-time advice and supporting user performance evaluation. We provide detailed exam-
ples illustrating error detection and recovery, and results from on-site testing with students from the Faculty
of Medical Sciences at Kyushu University. In the study, we investigate the usability aspect by comparing
interaction with mouse and Kinect devices and the effect of real-time task recognition on recovery time after
user mistakes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent training applications have gained considerable importance in recent years,
as they can help people to learn to handle situations in which on-site training is
dangerous or impractical. Here, 3D environments offer an ideal setting to develop
training applications because of their ability to convey a greater sense of realism than
textbooks or 2D interfaces [Stocker et al. 2011]. This sense of realism is generally
attained through accurate visual representation and physical behavior of objects.
Furthermore, the success of training applications depends on the correct integration of
knowledge-based techniques and natural interaction. Knowledge-based techniques are
used to support the training procedures that users have to execute. Natural interaction,
on the other hand, is used to support execution of those training procedures in a way
that mimics real-world execution as close as possible. However, the more complex the
training scenario is, the more effort is required in implementing both knowledge and
interaction aspects in a way that delivers an accurate and realistic training experience.
Recently, complex training scenarios involving the handling and management of
pathogens have received great attention. Medical educational institutes are considering
bio-risk training as a requirement for medical researchers to strengthen their response
capability to bio-terror crises [Gaudioso et al. 2009; Rao 2011]. However, real-world
laboratory practice is impractical because of its extremely high risk and expense. Thus,
such scenarios are good candidates to evaluate the potential of combining a knowledge-
based procedure for training and a natural interaction paradigm.
In this article, we describe the implementation of an intelligent application for bio-
hazard training. The application emulates a scenario in which users must handle a
critical biohazard situation involving the spill of a contaminated blood sample from
a broken bottle. Our work has been tested in the field, that is, with students from
the medical sciences who are the target users of the system. Our vision is to include
our training method in the official curriculum of university students. The primary
contribution of our work to intelligent interactive systems is to demonstrate the real-
time integration of a task model in a virtual environment, supporting task recognition
from user interaction with 3D objects. The secondary contribution is the integration of
gesture-based interaction and the investigation of its benefits.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work on in-
telligent training systems, activity recognition, and gesture-based interfaces. Section 3
presents the system architecture and its components for natural gesture interaction,
common sense reasoning, and task recognition. Section 4 explains how user gestures
are interpreted within the task tree that encodes the biohazard protocol to provide real-
time feedback to the users. Section 5 reports on our study, in which medical students
used our training system. First, Kinect and mouse versions of our system are evaluated
in terms of usability. Second, a “dynamic” advice version based on real-time task recog-
nition is compared to a “static” advice version, in which users can ask for text explaining
the procedure. Section 6 summarizes the article and presents our conclusions.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Virtual Training Systems
There exist many works on training systems integrating interaction techniques with
knowledge-based methods. They share the goal of improving the efficiency of knowledge
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transfer in situations in which text and pictures are insufficient for training, and the
conviction of the adequacy of the approach to better learning procedural tasks. As
we do in this article, some authors present systems with intelligent object behavior
and manipulation capabilities. For instance, Angelov and Styczynski [2007] present
a virtual 3D simulator that aims to teach about the maintenance of a power plant.
However, the simulator lacks flexibility in that it allows only fixed steps to complete
the scenario. Belloc et al. [2012] present a generic system for scenario description,
intelligent objects, and protocols. Similar to our system, the application is separated
into three layers: graphics and physics, objects and behaviors, and plans. They present
two examples: the assembly of a hydroelectric generation unit and the assembly of
a combustion engine. Once the objects are described, the training scenario is fairly
simple; the user has to perform a series of correct steps and is able to proceed only
when previous steps are completed.
A style of training by doing tests appears frequently in research. For instance, van
Wyk and de Villiers [2009] show an application designed to teach accident prevention
in a mine in which users have to select the correct answers at the right moment, and
Corato et al. [2012] describe a computer vision application for detecting whether the
protocol for washing hands before an operation in an operating room is followed. It uses
augmented reality technology but does not need markers for detecting actions. Similar
to our work, the desired behavior is contained in health protocols. A limitation of the
presented work is that, even if the system recognizes the stages in the protocol, it does
not have a provision for responding to user mistakes. In other words, that approach
does not provide student monitoring or dynamic help or assistance.
There exist several works with virtual tutors, or online assistants. Johnson and
Rickel [1997] describe Steve, a virtual tutor system for teaching air compressor func-
tions. A planner is used for executing scripted exercises and for explaining the rationale
of the tutor’s actions, but the system does not provide information about user mistakes.
If the user makes a mistake, the tutor will correct the user telling the next step.
Including a virtual tutor is not incompatible with other techniques, such as story-
telling. Carpenter et al. [2006] describe a virtual training system that teaches students
how to manage the communication of crisis-related information. The system’s knowl-
edge is stored as an event tree that works as a storyboard with different choices. The
users can make decisions that have consequences in the scenario, and use 3D vision
glasses and six screens to facilitate immersion. Cavazza and Simo [2003] use a qualita-
tive simulation model to train medical students to respond to patients with circulatory
shock states. Like ours, this approach integrates knowledge-based techniques with a
3D environment in the health domain, but focused on the virtual patient rather than
interacting with the environment.
Similar to Gordon [2003], we use a graph containing the description of the training
scenario. That work describes a protocol of identifying and constructing decision
structures in virtual environment scenarios. The result of this process is a decision
graph divided into stages: training scenarios are constructed like storyboards, and
branching trees are used to simulate training decisions. While our representation
shares some similarities, training in that work is carried out by selecting text options
in a web page, rather than by interacting with a complex 3D environment. Further,
Vidani and Chittaro [2009] propose a task model (called a concur task tree) to train
emergency procedures that may assist disabled people. The model aims to be a
complete representation, including time relations between events and task difficulty
management, but it is unclear to what extent features of the system are implemented.
Also, the work does not separate difference knowledge layers, such as task definition
and common sense knowledge base, which limits extensibility.
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There is other important work in the intelligent tutoring system community [Conati
et al. 1997; Corbett et al. 2000; Vanlehn et al. 2005]. However, there is an important
difference in that we are recognizing how a protocol is being followed rather than how a
cognitive strategy is being applied. The main differences are: (1) the task representation
is explicit, which makes the issue of partial ordering [Conati et al. 1997; Geib and
Goldman 2009] less relevant; (2) we need to recognize the level of task completion
rather than user intent or user strategy, which simplifies the recognition problem
and does not require an inflation of node types corresponding to different elements
of the strategy and its application, as in Conati et al. [1997]; and (3) the connection
between user actions and task representations is simplified because of the explicit
representation and the virtual reality context [Sukthankar et al. 2014].
2.2. Plan Recognition
Real-time interactive systems with semantic representation of events and plans need
to be decoupled from the internals of the simulation engine; otherwise, the semantic
layer would be a static specification working in only one domain for some concrete
cases. To achieve this goal, researchers have developed several solutions, generally
based on the idea of using different layers to represent different types of knowledge
(graphical, physical, common sense, actions and goals, and so forth) and some com-
munication mechanism among them. Although there exist several general-purpose
architectures, none of them is a standard, and each system usually defines its own.
For example, Latoschik and Fro¨hlich [2007] present a solid architecture for interactive
systems based on the concept of semantic reflection that uses monitors, filters, and
subscription lists for decoupling all possible systems that can participate in a virtual
environment. However, the architecture does not specify a concrete semantic module or
layer: each module can equally access the system’s knowledge base. It is generic to the
extent that implementing such a layer is possible, which is left to a future developer.
In further research, Wiebusch and Latoschik [2012] present an architecture targeting
the use of common sense knowledge and grounding, as well as using a message dis-
patching system. It includes the Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontology as a central
knowledge base to unify access to information from different modules. Our system also
decouples different types of knowledge in semantic modules. In particular, we devel-
oped a common sense database and a task recognition module, but communication is
performed module to module instead of using a centralized database. Our system is
also more focused on task representation since task recognition is a key feature in our
system.
Taking into account common sense knowledge and information on the physical state
of the environment, Schneider [2010] proposes a plan recognition approach based on the
user’s plan selection and actions that are represented as a probabilistic automaton. This
automaton is converted to a dynamic Bayesian network, allowing the plan recognition
process to occur at runtime. This approach is similar to ours because it also applies real-
time monitoring, trying to infer the intended plan by observing the user actions and the
states of the environment. It also tries to predict the user’s probable next actions so that
it can proactively provide additional instruction on how to correctly execute the chosen
plan. Our approach, on the other hand, relies on a hierarchical representation of tasks
such that complex goals can be decomposed into simpler ones. This representation is
more intuitive for the experts in our domain than a flat representation, because security
procedures are usually represented this way. It also allows the provision of feedback
to the user using abstract description of goals instead of concrete actions. Finally, we
do not use probabilities to compute the next most probable task to complete; we use a
simple heuristic based on the hierarchical nature of our plans that seems sufficient for
our purposes. The use of Dynamic Bayesian Networks to achieve intention recognition
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can also be applied for different scenarios. In Tahboub [2006], the probabilistic intention
inference is achieved by modifying the intention-action-state scenario and modeling it
by Dynamic Bayesian Networks.
In general, plan-recognition algorithms require as inputs a sequence of the observed
agent’s actions and some type of model describing its acting capabilities and/or decision-
making processes. Plan library–based approaches [Kautz and Allen 1986] use a col-
lection of plans or recipes describing all possible sequences of actions that the agent
can perform to select the most probable plan at a given time. This library of plans
can be provided as Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) or partially ordered multiset
context-free grammars [Geib and Goldman 2009; Kabanza et al. 2013], probabilistic
grammars [Pynadath and Wellman 2000], Bayesian networks [Synnaeve and Bessie`re
2011], hidden Markov models [Bui et al. 2011], or Markov logic [Song et al. 2013].
Unlike plan-library–based approaches, inverse planning–based approaches [Ramirez
and Geffner 2009, 2010; Baker et al. 2009] require only a description of the actions that
the agent can execute. The intuition is that the most likely goal is the one for which
the optimal plan is most consistent with the observations so far. Unfortunately, these
approaches have a high overhead because they require invocation of a planner for each
goal and observed action.
We have chosen to represent biohazard training procedures in our simulator using
a hierarchical task model. These hierarchical representations are compact and intu-
itive, alleviating the work of the domain experts that were involved in the definition
of the laboratory procedures. This way, HTN-based approaches are very related to our
work. Geib and Goldman [2009] developed their approach to address difficulties in plan
recognition listed as “the execution of multiple interleaved root goals, partially ordered
plans, and failing to observe actions.” However, these difficulties do not apply to our con-
text due to the explicit task representation, direct connection between leaf nodes and
actions, and direct access to actions in the virtual world. We face a simplified problem,
closer to early plan-recognition methods, in which, for instance, the issue of multiple
goals likelihood [Sukthankar et al. 2014] is not salient. The primary contribution of our
work to intelligent interactive systems is to demonstrate the real-time integration of a
task model in a virtual environment, supporting task recognition from user interaction
with 3D objects. The DOPLAR algorithm [Kabanza et al. 2013] addresses the problem
of computing the probability of a goal given the observations to date without having to
enumerate all possible hypotheses. It uses a heuristic-weighted, model-counting algo-
rithm that limits the number of generated plan-execution models by computing lower-
and upper-bound likelihoods. The creation of these HTNs is, in general, a complex
and costly task; thus, some authors have proposed different methods to alleviate the
process. Bisson et al. [2015], for example, propose using a recursive neural network to
automatically learn accurate HTN decision-making models of the observed agent.
Unfortunately, the integration of these advanced plan-recognition algorithms as a
subsystem of a bigger architecture is usually problematic because either their imple-
mentation is not publicly available or it has important limitations (such as working
only with propositional plans) that prevent its use in real applications. In addition, the
inherent computational complexity of the plan-recognition problem makes it difficult
to program solutions that work in real time. For these reasons, most of the e-learning
and virtual training systems implement some ad hoc solutions to recognize the user’s
current goals, solutions limited in several aspects but enough for the purposes of the
system.
In the literature, we can also find more specific systems designed for e-learning and
training purposes and using plan-recognition techniques. Franklin et al. [2002] pro-
pose a complete system designed to assist the user in real time by recognizing activities
that are sequences of processes represented using finite state automata. The system
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contains features similar to ours, such as backtracking and real-time monitoring, but
it neither uses hierarchical plans nor has it been applied to a complex virtual environ-
ment. Barot et al. [2013] have described the use of activity models in virtual training
environments, enhancing them with various models of error generation. By contrast,
we are aiming at unifying task description, situation generation, and error recognition
through a single knowledge representation.
Amir and Gal [2011] present a solid validation of task recognition in virtual labo-
ratories with an interactive application that recognizes the user’s current task. Task
recognition is performed using grammar rules that represent tasks. They evaluated
this method and proved it to be effective. The main difference to our approach is how we
represent the possible hierarchical plans. We use an explicit task network decomposed
a priori instead of an implicit representation based on grammar productions. One ad-
vantage of our explicit representation is that it can be represented visually, thus easing
the procedure management. Another important difference is that our system provides
real-time assistance to the users during the simulation.
Another application of these techniques is a framework built to assist in the develop-
ment of systems for the recognition of high-level surgical tasks using analysis of videos
that were captured in an operating room [Lalys et al. 2012]. Here, the processing is
based on dynamic time warping and hidden Markov models. As processing occurred
after all the data was collected, it is not a real-time application. Also, plan recognition
was used in a domain in which users engage in exploratory and error-prone behaviors
[Gal et al. 2012]. In this work, constraint satisfaction algorithms were used as a vi-
able and practical approach for plan recognition in an educational software application
similar to our intelligent biohazard training system.
2.3. Gesture Recognition
In the literature, there is a growing body of works dedicated to natural gesture–based
interaction [Kristensson et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012]. Gutierrez et al. [2010] use a
dynamic setup of haptic devices and motion capture for training in industrial mainte-
nance and assembly tasks. The tasks that they intend to teach to users involve high
precision and coordination, which justifies their need for a more complex setup than
ours. We only need a Kinect sensor for detecting gestures, and high precision is not
required in our system. For the same reason, we did not apply a complex technique as
the one used by Oikonomidis et al. [2011], who investigated hand-articulation tracking
in near real time using only visual information. This was achieved by formulating an
optimization problem that minimizes the discrepancy between the 3D hand structure
and the appearance of the hypothesized 3D hand model. While our gesture detection
is not as precise, it is sufficient for our purpose and, most important, it is in real time.
In our case, we also did not have to adapt the recognition system to different users,
as done by Hasanuzzaman et al. [2007]. The authors try to recognize that different
gestures might have the same meaning in different cultures—for instance, the gesture
recognized as “OK” is not the same in every country—but the gestures that we are
recognizing are not attached to any culturally dependent meaning: everyone needs to
close and open the hand when grabbing and dropping objects. The only gesture that
could have a meaning is the one asking for help. We avoid this problem by giving
specific instructions to the user on what gesture they should use.
Unzueta et al. [2008] propose a way to distinguish between static and dynamic
gestures, that is, gestures that require one step and gestures that require more than
one step, respectively. In our system, there is only one case of a dynamic gesture: moving
the hand back and forth for using disinfectant. However, only one of our static gestures
might be confused with this: the help gesture. Because this is a straightforward case,
we opted for a much simpler alternative to the method described by Unzueta et al.
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Fig. 1. System architecture. The knowledge-based module that performs task recognition and advice gen-
eration interfaces to the virtual world via an event-based system. These events are generated using the
semantic properties of objects, and are triggered by physical interactions with these objects.
[2008]. We simply consider that the user is performing the help gesture if the user
maintains it for more than 2s.
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our system recreates a biohazard laboratory (Level 2) from a user-centered perspec-
tive and supports realistic gesture-based interaction in a way that reflects real-world
procedures. The use of a 3D content development engine (Unity3D1) provides a unified
mechanism for visualization and interaction by taking advantage of the built-in mech-
anisms to define the physical behavior of objects. The knowledge-based aspects of the
system consist of a representation of biohazard training procedures as task models,
which can be instantiated in real time via the recognition of task-level events. In turn,
task-level events can be derived from gestural interactions between the user hands
and laboratory objects based on semantic properties attached to objects and common
sense reasoning. The system architecture is shown in Figure 1.
3.1. The Interaction Processor
The interaction processor provides two types of input methods:
—Keyboard and mouse device input as a traditional method
—Gesture-based interaction using Kinect as an alternative method
In training scenarios in which physical interaction is important, gesture-based inter-
action has great potential as an object manipulation mechanism. It may support nat-
ural task execution as gestural interactions accurately mimic task-level events in the
real world. Additionally, it may enhance the immersive attribute of the whole virtual
1http://unity3d.com/.
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Fig. 2. Real-world lab work involves extensive and careful use of a person’s hands. Likewise, our system
emphasizes this fact by implementing a Natural Gestural Interaction Processor using Kinect. The virtual
hands in the system represent the user’s avatar controlled by Kinect. Lab technician picture rights provided
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Public Health Image Library.
environment [Sridhar and Sowmya 2008; Lu et al. 2012]. Based on these considera-
tions, we implemented a gesture-recognition framework using Kinect that allows users
to interact naturally with the 3D environment. By using gestures, users would be able
to accurately mimic real-world actions, particularly in terms of “taking,” “carrying,”
and “releasing” virtual objects.
While gesture-based interaction is used in our setup, it is not the focus of our re-
search. Thus, we had to compromise on some aspects of the interaction. First, the
version of Kinect used was the XBox version of the device, which demonstrated some
spatial constraints for users. For instance, the tracking of the user’s body and hands
cannot be closer than 1.6m. Second, if someone other than the user entered in Kinect’s
area of effect, which expands to 2.5m, Kinect started to detect both of them and mal-
function until the other user left. Despite these issues, the device had a high degree of
robustness when used in the appropriate (albeit slightly constrained) range of detection
and environmental conditions.
3.1.1. Implemented Gestures and Corresponding User Actions. There are two main types of
gestures that needed to be defined in order to cover all operations in the biohazard
laboratory: (1) gestures to navigate inside the 3D environment, and (2) gestures to
manipulate objects, corresponding to the take object, drop object, use object, open object,
and close object user actions. Execution of these gestures is indicated by showing two
virtual hands and arms that mimic the detected gesture (see Figure 2).
Additionally, if the system detects that the user’s hand is over an object, it will high-
light it and show a hand suggesting the grab gesture (see Figure 3(a) below). The goal of
this feature is to better inform the user on the available actions at any given moment.
The design of navigation gestures was a challenge because we needed to define a
natural way for users to indicate motion in the virtual world while remaining inside a
limited area in the real world. Thus, for moving around the virtual world, we decided
to implement a control scheme based on the placement of the user within two squared
areas (see Figure 1). While the user is inside the inner area, the avatar does not move.
If wishing to move in any direction, the user simply needs to step outside of the inner
area in that same direction. The further the user moves in that direction, the faster
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the avatar will move in the virtual world. The outer area is used both as a way to
measure the velocity at which the avatar should move and as a way to inform the user
of the limitations of one’s movements. If the user steps out of the outer area, the Kinect
motion detection stops being accurate. For that reason, we stop all motion detection
waiting for the user to step in the recognition area again.
Likewise, the gestures to manipulate objects were implemented trying to maximize
the naturalness of the actions themselves. We are detecting two main gestures, closing
hand and opening hand, along with a third one, moving a hand quickly back and forth.
Based on these physical hand gestures, the following types of actions were
implemented.
—A “take object” action, in which the user closes the palm over the object. The object
will remain attached to the virtual hand as long as the user keeps the hand closed.
—A “drop object” action in which the user opens the palm while holding an object.
—A “use object” action in which the user moves one’s hand back and forth for a while
over an object, for instance, when the user needs to use a disinfectant object to clean
a toxic spill.
—An “open object” action (same user hand gesture as for “take object”). Object (e.g.,
refrigerator) opens when closed.
—A “close object” action (same user hand gesture as for “take object”). Object closes
when open.
We note that in our system, hand gestures are contextual, that is, the same physical
gesture can refer to different actions in the 3D environment depending on the context
(the type or state of an object). For instance, the user may take an object by closing
one’s hand while pointing at it; similarly, the user may use this gesture to open or close
a door. The user may grab an object by maintaining a closed hand. The disinfectant (see
list) can be used by grabbing it and moving it above the area that has to be disinfected.
Informal testing demonstrated that these methods are the most user-friendly for
people operating inside the virtual environment through the exclusive use of their
hands. As the majority of actions in the system can be carried out by closing, opening,
or moving a hand, users require only a little amount of time and effort to get used to
this interface.
3.1.2. Mouse and Keyboard Interface. We also implemented a mouse and keyboard inter-
face to be able to compare it to the Kinect interface. We tried to reproduce as much of
the Kinect interface as possible so that comparing both methods would be reliable. For
this reason, all actions that the user can perform using Kinect can also be performed
using mouse and keyboard:
—Pressing the arrow keys or “WASD” moves the avatar in the virtual world.
—Moving the mouse changes the position of the avatar’s hand. In this version of the
interface, the user controls only one hand as it would be impractical to control two
hands with one mouse. As with the Kinect interface, if the hand reaches the limits
of the screen, the view rotates in that direction.
—Left-clicking the mouse is the equivalent to the close-hand gesture. Therefore, it can
have the effect of taking, opening, or closing an object, depending on the context.
—Right-clicking the mouse is the equivalent of the open-hand gesture. Therefore, it
has the effect of dropping an object if one is currently held.
—Moving the mouse back and forth when holding a disinfectant has the effect of using
the disinfectant.
3.1.3. Task-level Event Generation from User Actions. The data capture and gesture recog-
nition processes are performed by the Gesture Position and Type Detection component
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(see Figure 1). It was implemented as an extension of the official Microsoft Kinect
framework. Upon the recognition of a gesture, the Motion Preprocessing component
determines the appropriate task-level event based on heuristics regarding the place-
ment and intention of the user when performing the detected gesture.
A task-level event is an action that is indivisible from a task perspective and used
to perform task recognition and prediction processes on the task model. The task-level
event is then passed to the Common Sense Reasoner to analyze its effect on the virtual
environment. In the case in which a task-level event is not generated from a recognized
gesture (e.g., navigation gestures), the gesture is sent directly to the Objects’ Physics
Event Processing component as an animation procedure.
Task-level events corresponding to the actions carried out by the user are formalized
as combinations of gestures and objects in the virtual environment (that are targeted
by the gestures). This approach supports a consistent definition of a set of user actions
from primitive gestures and the classification of objects and their properties. In turn,
the recognition of a task-level event serves as the activation of physical behavior cor-
responding to the events’ consequences, or modifications to the virtual environment
state. Recognition of task-level events is based on predefined heuristics regarding
—the type of gesture;
—the target object, that is, the object that will be manipulated;
—the surface object, that is, the object over which the target object is to be manipulated;
—the object already present in the gestured hand; and
—the duration of the gesture—SHORT_DURATION (1s), LONG_DURATION (2-3s).
To determine the target and surface objects, we implemented a simple ray-casting
technique in which a target or surface object is selected if it is close enough to the user.
More advanced techniques for 3D object manipulation have been implemented, for
example, in Bowman and Hodges [1997]. However, we decided to use a simple method
because (1) we wanted to emphasize the navigational aspect by letting users approach
the objects themselves, and (2) in-hand manipulation of objects was not a necessary
feature in our environment.
The user-generated task-level events currently implemented in our system are:
—Take event: It occurs when the user closes one’s palm for a short time over an object
that can be carried away (“take object” user action). If the gestured hand is empty,
the event is generated as Take(TARGET_OBJECT). If the gestured hand is carrying
another object, the component determines if the carried object can be used to carry a
second object. If that is the case, then the event is generated as Take(TARGET_OBJECT,
MEANS_OBJECT).
—Open event: It occurs when the user closes one’s palm for a short time over an object
that can be opened (“open object” user action). If this object is not opened yet, the
event is generated as Open(TARGET_OBJECT).
—Close event: Similar to the Open event, but the object needs to be opened this time
(“close object” user action).
—Use event: It occurs when the user moves one’s hand for a long time over an object
(the surface object), having another object in the gestured hand (“use object” user
action). If the latter can be used over the former, then the event is generated as
Use(TARGET_OBJECT, SURFACE_OBJECT).
—Drop event: It occurs when the user opens one’s palm for a short time while having an
object in the gestured hand (“drop object” user action). The event generated here is
Drop(TARGET_OBJECT, SURFACE_OBJECT), with SURFACE_OBJECT being the object
over which the TARGET_OBJECT will be dropped.
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Fig. 3. The “Take Object” and “Use Object” Action-Event Generation Sequence: (a) when the system detects
the PALM_CLOSED gesture over the ABSORBENT_SPONGE object, the Take event is generated; and
(b) when the system detects the PALM_CLOSED gesture and is moving over the SPILL object using the
DISINFECTANT object, the Use event is generated.
For instance, when a “take object” action has been detected, the Motion Prepro-
cessing component receives the tuple 〈PALM_CLOSED, SHORT_DURATION, OB-
JECT_ID, null〉, and determines that a Take task-level event has taken place (see
Figure 3(a)). In the case of a “use object” action, it receives the tuple 〈PALM_CLOSED,
LONG_DURATION, OBJECT_ID, SURFACE_ID〉, and determines that a Use task-
level event has taken place (see Figure 3(b)).
3.2. The Common Sense Reasoner
When the Natural Gestural Interaction Processor sends a task-level event to the
Common Sense Reasoner, this module determines the physical consequences that the
aforementioned event generates inside the virtual environment. These physical con-
sequences are instantiated through the inference on semantic relational conditions
defined between the objects in the environment (see Figure 4). For instance, if a user
dropped a bottle on the floor, the Common Sense Reasoner would generate the phys-
ical consequences of such an event based on the physical characteristics of the bottle
and the substance it contains. The rationale for using a Common Sense approach is
that the actual detailed simulation of some events is not always relevant (e.g., spill
progression or actual shattering of a vial). On the contrary, it is important to maintain
an updated symbolic representation of the system (e.g., vials intact or broken, liquid
inside or outside the vial).
More advanced models for common sense reasoning rely on low-level physics engine
directives to perform the processing of physical consequences (e.g., Lugrin and Cavazza
[2007]). In our case, the Common Sense Reasoner uses task-level events as directives.
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Fig. 4. The Common Sense Reasoner: Detailed process for the Drop(BLOODBOTTLE, FLOOR) event. The Com-
mon Sense Reasoner bypasses low-level physical simulation while updating the physical state of objects
in the knowledge base. It interfaces to the Unity3D engine to update the physical appearance of objects
following a change in state.
Since our system is focused on the achievement of realism from the perspective of
training scenarios, the implementation of a specialized physics engine was not nec-
essary. However, our Common Sense Reasoner essentially implements a Qualitative
Physics approach [Cavazza et al. 2004]. This scheme supports better reasoning on the
causal aspects and maintains an explicit representation of the action’s consequences.
As physical accuracy is of less importance in our application, the integration with
Unity’s native physics engine was not necessary.
Task-level events are processed through a series of cascading rules, which are defined
in the Common Sense Database (see Figure 1). Objects specified as parameters of
those rules are matched to the parameters of the task-level events and the semantic
properties of those objects, which are also defined in the database. Once a task-level
event is completely processed, the Common Sense Reasoner interfaces to the low-level
primitives of the Unity3D engine, which supports the interactive visualization of the
world state: in particular, the creation or deletion of objects, or changes in their visual
appearance. These commands are received by the Event Dispatcher component, which
executes the commands.
3.3. The Task Recognition Engine
The Task Recognition Engine performs task recognition and prediction procedures
based on the task-level events that were received from the Common Sense Reasoner.
These procedures are explained in the following section.
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Fig. 5. Part of a task tree modeling the training procedure that has to be followed for the treatment of a toxic
spill. The complete task model contains more than 250 nodes and requires at least task-level user actions to
be completed.
4. TASK-BASED REPRESENTATION OF BIOHAZARD PROCEDURES
The main purpose of the Task Recognition Engine is to provide task-related assistance
to users during the simulation. In our context, students have been studying security
procedures by reading a textbook and are now prepared to rehearse them in the vir-
tual laboratory. Thus, the purpose of the system is to provide assistance to students
when necessary by monitoring their actions. For that reason, we opted for a simple
knowledge-based representation of biohazard training procedures that supports real-
time monitoring from user actions and provides real-time assistance and guidance in
case of incorrect execution. Furthermore, our approach is compatible with postproce-
dure debriefing, by tracing the various errors and aborting the simulation when the
situation cannot be corrected.
Biohazard training procedures are represented using a hierarchical task model, as
shown in Figure 5. Tasks on top of the tree represent abstract tasks that are decomposed
into simpler subtasks until reaching the leaves of the tree, which correspond to task-
level events or basic actions that the user performs in the virtual environment. In this
way, training procedures are represented as a task tree in which the internal-node group
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subtasks in three different ways: AND (all subtasks must be completed in any order),
OR (different ways to complete a task) and SEQ or sequences (all subtasks must be
completed in the proper order). Note that some of these procedures are quite complex:
the complete task tree that describes the protocol to treat the spill of a hazardous
substance contains more than 250 nodes and requires at least 40 task-level user actions
to be completed.
This knowledge representation is inspired from a hierarchical planning formalism
known as Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) [Erol et al. 1994]. Actually, the task tree
is similar to an explicit HTN in which the main task has been decomposed a priori and
entirely, down to the level of elementary actions, rather than being dynamically refined
using decomposition methods [Nau et al. 2004]. Thus, instead of representing security
protocols as a collection of refinement methods, we use an explicit task tree that can be
represented visually, facilitating knowledge elicitation. Explicit representations tend to
be common when representing protocols when a visibility over the protocol is required
both at knowledge elicitation time and during instantiation at training time [Georg
and Cavazza 2007]. By contrast, refinement methods tend to be used when abstraction
between hierarchical levels is more relevant. Explicit representations also facilitate
the inclusion of ordering constraints on actions and explicit representations of common
errors that are attached to specific situations.
Note that we do not use this task tree for plan generation and, in fact, we do not
use any planning technique. We use a hierarchical task model (1) to intuitively rep-
resent training procedures as multistep decomposable processes, and (2) to perform
task recognition, which is achieved by traversing the tree each time the user performs
an action in the virtual environment. In general, the idea of using planning-based for-
malisms to represent procedural knowledge is not unusual even in systems that do not
use planning algorithms [Bradbrook et al. 2005; Shahar et al. 1998].
There are several benefits in using an approach inspired by HTNs to model complex
procedures. First, HTNs have been shown to be an effective way to encode domain
knowledge and to restrict the order in which actions can be combined [Nau et al. 1998;
Wilkins and desJardins 2001]. Second, HTNs are intuitive enough for experts and allow
them to work at different levels of abstraction, which decreases the effort required to
model complex activities [Currie and Tate 1991; Mun˜oz-Avila et al. 2001]. Along the
same lines, HTNs promote reusability of abstract tasks among different protocols since
subtrees can be shared in different branches of the tree. Finally, as we will describe in
more detail later, the hierarchical structure can be exploited to detect incorrect actions
and provide real-time feedback to the user. The task trees were created during extended
sessions with the domain experts, specifically Dr. Mika Shigematsu, our coauthor from
NIID.
4.1. Recognizing Correct Actions
To monitor user activity, we need to identify the actions that the user performs as the
student progresses through the biohazard training protocol. In this section, we describe
how to identify actions that are correct according to the task model; in the following sec-
tion, we will explain how to detect and help the user when the student makes a mistake.
It is important to note that the users of our system are students that have previously
studied the laboratory procedures in textbooks. Thus, we expect only small deviations
from the correct procedure during the simulation but not random meaningless actions
or users with goals very different from the ones involved in the procedure. In this sense,
we do not require a plan-recognition algorithm to tell us the most likely goal the user
is currently pursuing, but rather some way to monitor whether the user is following
the procedure correctly or if the user has performed some mistake or skipped some
important step.
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In order to provide feedback to the user during the simulation, our system needs to
recognize the user actions in real time. We assume some simplifications in the task
tree representation:
—We consider variables from different leaf nodes to be independent. That is, we cannot
use a common variable to represent that the object that was used in one action is the
same one that will be used in another posterior action. Sibling trees in the structure
are independent.
—Task-level events representing the user actions are forwarded to all the subtrees in
AND and OR nodes, that is, one user action can instantiate different leaf nodes.
—We use a greedy approach in which, once a tree node has been instantiated, its status
no longer changes.
These simplifications allow us to avoid the nondeterministic choices usually involved
in plan-recognition problems; thus, we can instantiate the task tree very efficiently.
However, they also limit the type of plans that we are able to recognize or differentiate.
For example, we cannot accurately recognize plans in which the same action is executed
several times consecutively. Usually, these limitations can be overcome by carefully
designing the task-level events and the task tree. In the worst case, the task tree will
be an approximation of the laboratory procedure and the system will not be able to
detect all the user errors. Systems requiring a more precise representation can use
other types of plan-recognition algorithms based on hierarchical task trees [Geib and
Goldman 2009; Kabanza et al. 2013] at the cost of the computational complexity of
those algorithms.
Algorithm 1 describes our approach. The Task Model Reasoner receives task-level
events representing the actions that the user has performed in the virtual environment
and propagates those events tothe leaves of the task tree. When one of those events
matches the action contained in one leaf node of the tree, the reasoner instantiates the
corresponding task and, probably, other higher-level tasks depending on it. In this way,
the task tree is instantiated from the leaves to the root as the user advances in the
simulation.
There are four different types of nodes in the tree: AND, OR, SEQ, and LEAF. When
an inner node receives the task event, it propagates the event to its direct children,
then checks if it has to instantiate itself according to its type. Note that AND and
OR nodes propagate the event to all its children and that the order in which they are
traversed is not important to instantiate the current node because we consider each
subtree independently from its siblings. SEQ nodes, on the contrary, propagate the
event to their children in a specific order until one of them is not instantiated.
The matching between task-level events and leaf nodes of the tree is quite straight-
forward. Task-level events describe specific actions performed in the virtual envi-
ronment; thus, they cannot contain variables. For example, the task-level event
Take(ethanol_#1) is received when the user takes a bottle of ethanol represented
with the symbolic constant ethanol_#1. Leaf nodes of the task tree, on the other hand,
describe actions using typed variables. For example, the leaf node User takes ethanol
contains the action Take(?x1 - Ethanol) that accepts any object of type Ethanol and
therefore matches the previous user action.
This simple bottom-up instantiation of the task model from user actions supports the
analysis of the user behavior from the perspective of the task to be learned, supports a
unified mechanism to assess the user, and provides real-time feedback and assistance
during the execution of the most complex procedures.
For example, the tree in Figure 5 shows part of the training protocol that must be
followed for the treatment of a toxic spill. In this case, the original task User Treats
Spill is decomposed into five subtasks that must be performed in order: (i) Put on the
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ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm to Instantiate Nodes in the Procedure Task Tree from the Events
Produced as a Consequence of the Student’s Actions.
def ProcessEvent1(inout treeNode, in event):
/* treeNode: Semi-instantiated task tree */
/* event: task-level event representing some user action */
/* If the node is already instantiated there is nothing to do */
if treeNode.instantiated return
if treeNode is AND node
/* Pass event to subtrees */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent1(stn, event)
treeNode.instantiated ← AllInstantiated(treeNode.subtrees())
elif treeNode is OR node
/* Pass event to subtrees */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent1(stn, event)
treeNode.instantiated ← AnyInstantiated(treeNode.subtrees())
elif treeNode is SEQ node
/* Pass event to subtrees in order. If some subtree is not instantiated then
leave */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent1(stn, event)
if not stn.instantiated return
treeNode.instantiated ← True
elif treeNode is LEAF node
/* Matching between the event and the node action */
tree.instantiated ← Match(treeNode.action, event)
Gloves, (ii) Border the Spill, (iii) Cover the Spill, (iv) Disinfect the Spill, and (v) Remove
Spill. Figure 5 shows the current state in which the user has successfully completed
the first three subtasks, and now, the student has to disinfect the spill.
On the other hand, Figure 6 shows an example of the interaction with the system and
the task instantiation process that the reasoner performs. At this stage of the proce-
dure, the user has to disinfect the spill that was previously covered and choose among
different chemicals depending on the nature of the spill. In Step 1, the user chooses to
take a bottle of ethanol (represented as the formal object ethanol_#1 of type Ethanol),
an appropriate disinfectant, so that the task reasoner receives a Take(ethanol_#1)
event. The reasoner traverses the current task tree looking for leaf nodes accessible
in the current state that contains a compatible task. In this case, the reasoner finds
several leaf nodes with the task Take(?x1 - Ethanol) that matches the user action.
The reasoner instantiates the tasks and sends back an event indicating that the action
was recognized.
Next, in Step 2, the user utilizes the same bottle with ethanol to disinfect the left
side of the spill. In this case, three different task nodes are instantiated as a result of
the action (see Figures 5 and 6), because this action completes two other higher tasks
in the task tree. Note that one action might trigger the recognition of several tasks at
different levels in the tree.
4.2. Providing Assistance
Deciding when and how to help the user is a very complex problem that is beyond the
scope of this paper. However, the logical structure of the task representation provides a
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Fig. 6. Example of task instantiation as the user progresses in the procedure (Part 1). In Step 1, the user
performs an action that is recognized as correct because it matches the task contained in a leaf node. In
Step 2, the user performs another correct action that triggers the instantiation of several tasks at different
levels in the tree.
basic mechanism to reason on the user progression that can be used to detect incorrect
actions and provide useful hints. In this sense, our system can be called a training or
rehearsal system.
Basically, we can detect two different types of incorrect actions:
—Actions that are explicitly represented in the task model as incorrect choices, and
—Actions that are part of the correct procedure but should not be executed yet.
The first type corresponds to those errors that have been anticipated by the experts:
for example, to use a wrong object like dropping an absorbent pad over the spill, or to
use the wrong instance of the correct object like using a disinfectant that is not suitable
for the kind of spill being treated. These errors are instances of task events received
from the Common Sense Reasoner and are represented explicitly in the task tree as
error nodes. These error nodes can contain specific messages to explain why the user
action is not adequate. For example, if the user tries to use an inadequate disinfectant,
the system can provide a warning and explain why the student should not use that
chemical in this situation.
Algorithm 2 shows a more elaborated version of the task instantiation algorithm
from previous section, to take into account the existence of these error nodes. The
errorTask parameter in the algorithm is used to mark when one of these error nodes
is instantiated as a result of some user error. When one of these errors is detected,
the process of instantiation is interrupted, the Task Recognition module informs of
the error and then removes the error node from the instantiated tree. The newTasks
parameter returns the new correct tasks that have been instantiated as a result of
processing the task-level event.
The second type of mistake comprises those actions that should not be executed
at present, because they are part of a SEQ node with some previous subtask that is
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ALGORITHM 2: Algorithm to Instantiate Nodes in the Procedure Task Tree from the Events
Produced as a Consequence of the Student’s Actions
def ProcessEvent2(inout treeNode, in event, out errorTask, inout newTasks):
/* treeNode: Semi-instantiated task tree */
/* event: task-level event representing some user action */
/* errorTask: new instantiated error task node */
/* newTasks: new instantiated correct task nodes */
/* If the node is already instantiated there is nothing to do */
if treeNode.instantiated return
if treeNode is AND node
/* Pass event to subtrees. If some error node is instantiated then leave */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent2(stn, event, errorTask,newTasks)
if errorTask != null return
treeNode.instantiated ← AllInstantiated(treeNode.subtrees())
elif treeNode is OR node
/* Pass event to subtrees. If some error node is instantiated then leave */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent2(stn, event, errorTask,newTasks)
if errorTask != null return
treeNode.instantiated ← AnyInstantiated(treeNode.subtrees())
elif treeNode is SEQ node
/* Pass event to subtrees in order. If some error node is instantiated or
some correct node is not instantiated then leave */
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
ProcessEvent2(stn, event, errorTask,newTasks)
if errorTask = null or not stn.instantiated return
treeNode.instantiated ← True
elif treeNode is LEAF node
/* Matching between the event and the node action */






newTasks ← newTasks ∪ {treeNode}
not achieved yet. For example, according to the Spill Disinfection procedure, the user
should not try to disinfect the center of the spill until the borders have already been
disinfected.
Algorithm 3 explains how to detect those errors. Note that this algorithm is used
only when the task-level event did not instantiate any task node in Algorithm 2; thus,
we know that the user action is not correct and it does not correspond to any error
anticipated by the experts. First, we look for semi-completed SEQ nodes in the tree,
that is, not instantiated sequential nodes with some descendants instantiated. They
represent sequential steps in the procedure that have been started but are not finished.
Those nodes are retrieved using a depth-first search; thus, they are sorted by depth.
Then, we determine if some of its descendants are instantiated as a result of processing
the task-level event; but, in this case, we check all the subtrees of the SEQ nodes. If
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ALGORITHM 3: Finding High-Level Tasks that the User is Incorrectly Trying to Complete
Because Some Previous Step in the Protocol has not been Completed Yet
def orderError(in treeNode, in event, out incorrectTask):
/* treeNode: Semi-instantiated task tree */
/* event: task-level event representing some user action */
/* incorrectTask: incorrect task that the user is trying to complete */











if treeNode.isError or treeNode.instantiated or treeNode.type == LEAF
return []
SEQnodes ← []
for stn in treeNode.subtrees()
SEQNodes = append(SEQnodes, semicompleteSEQnodes(stn))
/* We say that a SEQ node is semicomplete if it is not instantiated but has some
descendants instantiated */
if semicompleteSEQ(treeNode)
SEQNodes = append(SEQnodes, treeNode)
return SEQnodes
some descendant node is instantiated, then we assume that the user is probably trying
to do something that should not be done yet. Once we know which high-level task the
user is trying to complete, we can use that information to interact with the user without
having to make references to specific actions. Note that we iterate over the SEQ nodes
sorted by depth so that the interaction with the user will be based on the more specific
SEQ node in which we detect the problem.
Let us take into consideration Step 3 in Figure 7, in which the user decides to
use ethanol on the center of the spill immediately after disinfecting the left border.
In this case, the reasoner traverses the task tree, detecting that the action does not
match any leaf node compatible with the current state, but rather a leaf node in a
branch that should not be executed yet. In this way, the system may notify the user
that the first thing to complete is Disinfect Spill Borders, which corresponds to the
left not-instantiated sibling of the Disinfect Spill Center task. Note how the system
takes advantage of the hierarchical task model to describe what parts of the training
procedure the user should complete first without describing the specific actions to take.
Apart from the two types of errors that we have explained (anticipated by experts
and skipped steps), the users can make other mistakes that we are not able to detect.
In order to detect them, we would require a richer semantic description of the domain.
However, it is relatively easy to add new error nodes to the task tree so that we
can incorporate specific messages to deal with those new common mistakes when the
experts detect them.
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Fig. 7. Example of task instantiation as the user progresses in the procedure (Part 2). In Step 3, the user
performs an (incorrect) action that should not be executed yet according to the procedure. In Step 4, the user
asks for help; then, the reasoner computes the possible next actions, and selects which one to show using a
heuristic approach based on distances in the task tree.
Finally, it may happen that the user does not know how to proceed next to deal with
the remaining three border covers. In Figure 7, Step 4 shows what happens when the
user asks for help. In this case, the task reasoner traverses the task tree looking for all
the actions that can be executed next. Usually, there will be several different possible
actions because the AND and OR nodes allow different execution paths.
In our example, users could either use the bottle with ethanol that they are holding
in their hand with any of the three remaining borders, or they could take another
disinfectant. Although all these actions are correct, some are more intuitive than others.
In this case, the user is holding a bottle with ethanol that has already been used to
disinfect a border; thus, we can presume that the user will want to use it again instead
of taking another disinfectant.
In our system, we take advantage of the hierarchical structure of the task model to
prioritize those possible actions in the tree that are closer to a task that has already
been completed. We measure the distance of two nodes in the tree as the minimum
number of edges between them. The intuition beneath this heuristic is dual: (1) the task
hierarchy groups tasks that are part of a whole, that is, the task/subtask relation is a
strong semantic constraint; and (2) if the user has performed a subtask, the user will
probably try to complete the sibling subtasks in order to complete the higher-level task.
In the example, when the system computes the distances of the five leaf nodes that
contain the possible actions closer to the completed task (User takes ethanol), it decides
to prioritize the User places ethanol on upper/right/lower cover tasks because they are
siblings (distance 2 in the tree). Thus, the system will advise the user to perform one
of them.
4.3. Common Mistakes and Real-Time Feedback
The training system collects information about the errors committed by each of the
students during the simulation. By analyzing this information, we can determine both
specific weaknesses of each student and common mistakes made by most of them. The
system also stores the times used to complete each task, which makes it easy to detect
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the most complex tasks or those that most students have not assimilated properly.
Section 5 reports on the details.
As explained earlier, the hierarchical task model that we use to represent the biohaz-
ard training procedures allows us to detect two types of errors in real time: (1) errors
that are labeled as incorrect (by the domain expert) and (2) errors that result from the
execution of actions at the wrong time. In both cases, the system is able to instruct the
student by showing descriptive help messages, but using different approaches.
—First case: Both errors and their associated help messages are part of the domain
model; therefore, they have been anticipated by experts.
—Second case: The system displays a generic message compelling the user to complete
another task before executing the current action.
It is important to remark that, although the help message is generic, the task to
complete usually corresponds to an internal node of the tree, that is, an abstract goal.
In this way, the system is able to describe abstract goals that the user must achieve
without indicating the specific actions to perform.
Regarding the first type of errors, the task model is able to detect when the user is
placed in the wrong position, for example, between the spill and the air vent; when a
wrong product is used to delimit or cover the spill, for example, absorbent pads; when
the user chooses a disinfectant not suitable for the type of substance being treated; or
when a product is handled with the wrong tool, for example, taking the waste with the
gloves instead of the tweezers; among other incorrect actions. All of these errors are
nodes in the task tree that are identified with a triggerable task-level event and each
one is associated with a specific help message, as shown in Figure 12.
Regarding the second type of error, when the student performs an action that should
not be executed yet, the system can detect several mistakes (an example is shown in
Figure 7). In the following, we describe some of them and, in parentheses, the type of
assistance message that the system produces:
—The student attempts to interact with some object in the laboratory, for example, to
take the absorbent paper, before putting the gloves on (You should Put the Gloves On
before attempting to Border the Spill).
—The student attempts to cover the center of the spill before covering all the borders
(You should Cover the Spill Borders before attempting to Cover the Spill Center).
—The student covers the left border, then attempts to disinfect it without covering the
rest of the spill first (You should Cover the Spill before attempting to Disinfect the
Spill).
—The student attempts to dispose of the covers and then the borders in two different
steps (You should Merge the Waste before attempting to Dispose The Waste).
In summary, the hierarchical-task model chosen to represent bio-safety lab protocols
provides the following benefits:
—It is an intuitive and explicit representation that can be used and revised by domain
experts.
—It enables real-time detection of two types of mistakes: (1) mistakes that have been
anticipated by the experts and included explicitly in the model and (2) mistakes that
arise when the student forgets some step of the protocol.
—It supports interaction with the student using abstract concepts represented by the
internal nodes of the network. Thus, the system can inform the student about the
next to-be-completed high-level task without referring to the contained basic actions.
—It can anticipate the most likely next action that the student will perform using a
heuristic based on the hierarchical structure of the domain.
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To the best of our knowledge, the combined use of these ideas in such interactive
virtual training systems has not yet been investigated.
4.4. Complexity of Solution Space
In order to understand the intrinsic complexity of the procedure to manage a toxic spill
used in the previous examples as well as the number of trainee errors that our model
can detect, we performed additional experiments in which we automatically generated
random sequences of user actions. In particular, because our objective was to analyze
the complexity of search, we focused on the number of actions that our model is able to
identify as correct or incorrect and the number of internal nodes in the task tree that
must be traversed in order to identify each action.
These experiments are not meant to replace a staged user evaluation of the system
as a whole: such an evaluation will be described in the next section. Instead, they
contribute important information on system complexity, which not only provides a
justification for the use of AI techniques but also gives indications on the scalability of
the approach, both aspects differentiating it from scripted methods.
First, the graph in Figure 8 depicts the solution space of the simulation and indicates
how nodes are instantiated.
Users can perform a full set of relevant actions in the virtual environment: move,
take, drop, use, open, close (see Section 3.1). These types of actions are similar to plan-
ning operators that can be parameterized with different domain entities, resulting in
about 2000 different ground actions when considering potential objects in the environ-
ment. From all of these, only around 25, can be really executed at a given time (i.e., their
preconditions are satisfied in the current simulation state). If we take into account that
in order to complete the toxic spill procedure, at least 46 ground actions are needed,
it is easy to realize that the number of executable plans is just too large to try to find
solution plans by generating random actions. Instead, we use the following approach:
(1) we compute which ground actions are executable in each simulation state and how
many of them are recognized as correct/incorrect by our task-recognition engine; (2) we
select one of the correct actions and append it to the solution plan; (3) we execute the
selected action, thus the simulation state changes, and repeat the process again until
we find a solution plan. In other words, in this experiment, we use a greedy approach
that does not consider nonmeaningful actions (actions that do not impact the goal task
in any way) in the solution plans.
Figure 9 shows the number of executable actions in each simulation step. The chart
shows average numbers obtained from 10000 different solution plans. The x-axis repre-
sents the current simulation step (an optimal solution plan consists of 46 actions), and
the height of each bar indicates the number of executable actions in that step. We use
3 colors to represent how many of those executable actions are recognized as correct
(blue), incorrect (red), and nonmeaningful (green). Note that although we compute all
the executable actions in each step, only one of the correct actions will be executed
in the virtual environment to reach the next simulation step. As can be observed in
the figure, the number of correct actions always amounts to a small percentage of the
executable actions. Regarding incorrect actions, the number of mistakes that we are
able to recognize as such depends largely on the number of nodes explicitly asserted as
incorrect in the task tree and the number of internal SEQ nodes. As a result, the task
recognizer is able to detect several mistakes in some simulation steps and very few or
none in other simulation steps.
Another interesting question for a real-time recognition engine is to measure the
number of nodes in the task tree that need to be visited in order to detect a correct user
action and instantiate a new tree task. Figure 10 shows that the percentage of visited
nodes in each simulation step represents a small part of the tree (usually between
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Fig. 8. Solution space of the simulation. Green nodes and lines represent correct user actions and red lines
represent user mistakes. Black lines show solutions that cannot currently be explored due to constraints of
the top-down search. Dashed lines represent nodes that are not (yet) instantiated, thus are future candidate
actions for the user.
5%–20% of the total). This number depends basically on the types of internal nodes
and the number of tasks already recognized. For example, an OR node implies that we
need to search for the user action in each subtree while a SEQ node constraints the
search to the next subtree. We also observe that the number of visited nodes tends to
decrease as the solution plan evolves. Hence the number of nodes to be visited depends
both on the structure of the task and the progression stage of the plan.
In our final experiment, we generated 1000 executable plans, each one with 100
random actions, and we counted the number of nodes in the task tree that were marked
as completed after executing each plan. Figure 11 shows the percentage of plans that
were able to complete at least n tasks (the number of completed tasks is in the x-axis).
All the plans successfully completed the first task (User puts the gloves on), but less
than 20% of the plans were able to complete 14 nodes in the task tree. There are 255
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Fig. 9. Average number of correct/incorrect actions per step in each solution plan.
Fig. 10. Average number of nodes visited per step in a solution plan.
Fig. 11. Percentage of the plans completing at least n nodes.
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nodes in the original task tree; thus, none of the random plans reached a significant
stage. However, that is reasonable given the complexity of the domain.
By analyzing these results, we can confirm that the toxic spill protocol used in
our experiments describes a very complex scenario in which the user can perform
many different actions at every moment, but only a few lead to a successful solution.
Therefore, the probability of completing the protocol by performing random actions is
very low. We also confirm that the task-tree model presented in this article is able to
represent complex protocols intuitively, and meets the requirements of a real-time task
recognition system since only a small part of the tree needs to be visited to determine
whether the user actions are correct or not. Finally, the results of our experiments
in Kyushu University with real users, presented in the following section, will confirm
that the task recognition system effectively helps the users to complete the protocol,
tutoring them and correcting their errors throughout the simulation.
5. FIELD STUDY
We have conducted a field study with students from the medical campus of Kyushu
University to answer three questions.First, we wanted to investigate whether real-time
(dynamic) feedback allows for faster recovery from mistakes than (static) feedback.
In the latter case, users open a screen that presents the protocol in text form. When
opened, users cannot perform other actions until they close this screen. We hypothesize
that dynamic feedback is more effective than static feedback.2 Second, we wanted to
assess whether a Kinect device or mouse device is more intuitive and easy to use by this
user group. Third, we wanted to know whether dynamic feedback or static feedback is
better regarding the recall of bio-safety lab protocols.
5.1. Method
5.1.1. Subjects and Design. The study had twenty-eight subjects, who were senior stu-
dents of the medical laboratory technologist course, and a few freshmen from the
graduate course. They were recruited since all had completed the clinical microbiology
lecture and practice. We assumed that they understand the basic facility of a laboratory
and “good microbial practice” in general. None had experience using 3D virtual-world
technology or motion capture applications such as Kinect. In the study, we had twenty
females and eight males between 19 and 22 (age average of 21.6). Subjects were paid
an equivalent of USD 10 for participation. We prepared four conditions:
(1) “Kinect” condition: subjects use the Kinect device to perform predefined tasks in
the 3D environment, such as grabbing an object and bringing it to another loca-
tion, opening the door of a container, and so on. Those simple tasks are aimed at
practicing the operation of the interaction device and are not related to resolving
an accident in the bio-safety lab.
(2) “Mouse” condition: Subjects use the mouse device (and keyboard) to perform pre-
defined tasks in the 3D environment.
(3) “Dynamic Feedback” condition: Subjects use Kinect and receive real-time feedback
when making a mistake in the application regarding the bio-safety protocol.
(4) “Static Feedback” condition: Subjects use Kinect and can access a text manual upon
request when getting stuck.
Note that we use a within-subject design when comparing Kinect to the mouse
interface, and a between-subject design when comparing dynamic and static feedback
conditions. Four subjects did the experiment in parallel. They are assigned to groups A,
2While we use textual feedback only, other types of feedback might be considered depending on the target
group [Bouchard et al. 2012].
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Table I. Group Distribution
A B C D
Kinect Kinect Mouse Mouse
Mouse Mouse Kinect Kinect
Dynamic Static Dynamic Static
B, C, and D, and encounter the conditions as shown in Table I. Our study well exceeds
the number of required subjects for a usability study [Hwang and Salvendy 2010].
Subjects were told to perform a simple routine called “Isolation of infectious bacteria
in human blood sample” in the virtual environment. While the subject was carrying out
this task, the system automatically created a hazardous spill accident when the user
opened the incubator, which was a mandatory action for the initial task. In accordance
with the protocol, the “User Treats Spill” task was triggered.
5.1.2. Materials and Apparatus. When interacting with Kinect, subjects were standing
1.6m from a 42in monitor. When interacting with the mouse device, subjects were
seated at a table in front of the monitor. Regarding subjects’ subjective experience
about usability, we prepared questions with answers in a Likert scale (from “1: Strongly
disagree” to “5: Strongly agree”). The list of questions is composed of the following:
(1) Nine questions about the degree of usability of the application, employing a very
extensively used questionnaire created by Brooke [1996] and two additional ques-
tions. The questions are shown in Table V.
(2) Three questions to obtain a measure of the usability of the gestural interface, and
an additional two comparative questions. The questions are shown in Table VI.
(3) Seven application-specific questions about users’ experience. The questions are
shown in Table VII.
Subjects were also tested on their recall of the correct order of actions to be carried out
of the spill treatment. There were seven multiple-choice questions with three multiple-
choice options, such as “What is the correct spill treatment order?”, “Which is the
correct spill disposal procedure?”, etc.
5.1.3. Procedure. The study was assisted by four nontechnical assistants, three tech-
nical assistants, and two experimenters, and was divided into four main parts:
(1) Welcome: Subjects are welcomed and receive a general introduction (7min)
(2) Tutorial and Usability Assessment: Subjects learn how to control the environment
with Kinect (13min) and mouse and keyboard (10min) in tutorial style, followed by
filling out usability questionnaires (Tables V and VI, 5min).
(3) Protocol Reading: Subjects are presented a protocol (standard guidelines) about
the treatment of a toxic spill (5min).
(4) Spill Treatment and Knowledge Acquisition: Subjects solve the spill accident with
the Kinect interface (20min). Afterwards, they first do the knowledge acquisition
test (seven multiple-choice questions), then answer the questions from Table VII
about the application experience (5min). Finally, they receive the reward.
The experiment lasted for 75min with a 5min break after 35min.
5.2. Results
5.2.1. Mistakes and System Feedback. The “Spill Treatment” task given to the subjects
is subdivided into five ordered steps, or subtasks: (i) Bordering the spill, (ii) covering
the spill, (iii) disinfecting the spill, (iv) merging the waste, and (v) disposing the waste.
A sample error message shown to the user is seen in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12. Error message delivered by the system when the user attempts to cover the spill with an absorbent
pad. Here, the user has already dropped a pad over the spill and is trying to drop a second one. The system
promptly detected the intention of the user and displayed a warning message regarding the insufficiency
of such action. The message in Japanese says: It (the spill) cannot be sufficiently absorbed with an
absorbent pad.
Table II. Average Time (in Seconds) Consumed to Complete Each of the Five Steps
Condition Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Dynamic Feedback 197.3 308.8 218.7 135.4 52.6
Static Feedback 231.2 449.5 257.4 139.7 47.7
Table III. Average Time Consumed for Correcting Mistakes and Standard Deviation
(In Seconds) in Dynamic and Static Feedback Groups
Dynamic feedback Static feedback
Type of mistake Average Std.dev Average Std.dev
Interposing between spill and air vent 5.66 8.65 11.75 19.97
Cover spill with sponge 91.99 63.55 188.92 208.53
Cover spill with pad 43.44 45.23 271.20 199.20
Cover center of spill before outsides 22.34 24.97 54.30 61.31
Disinfect center of spill before outsides 0.35 0.07 NM NM
Throw waste without merging 97.18 58.74 116.00 30.61
Throw waste in wrong bin 49.00 N/A 22.00 N/A
Note: “NM” abbreviates “no mistake” and N/A means that there was only one mis-
take; thus, standard deviation is not computed.
In the dynamic feedback version, subjects could complete 4.6 steps, on average,
during the allotted 20min, with ten subjects completing all five steps. In the static
feedback version, subjects could complete 3.3 steps, on average, with four subjects
completing all five steps. This shows that, in the dynamic feedback version, more users
were able to complete the spill treatment, and in general they completed more steps of
the task. The average duration for the tasks is shown in Table II.
We now turn to the general analysis of user mistakes that occurred during the in-
teraction with the system. Table III reports on the average time taken by subjects to
correct one instance of a mistake in the dynamic-feedback version and static-feedback
version, respectively, and Table VIII (see Online Appendix) shows the t-test results
for comparing the two groups. The results indicate that dynamic feedback is signifi-
cantly more effective than static feedback, that is, users receiving real-time assistance
could recover from errors significantly faster. This finding supports our claim of the
importance of real-time task recognition.
5.2.2. Usability and Usefulness. Figure 13 and Table IX (in Online Appendix) present the
results of the usability of Kinect and mouse/keyboard. The usability results, specifically
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Fig. 13. Averages and standard deviation for usability questionnaire, as in Table V. “1: Strongly disagree”;
“5: Strongly agree”.
Table IV. Additional Questions on Kinect and Comparative Questions
Question stub Average Std.dev
(K-Q1) Moving across scenario intuitive 3.29 1.01
(K-Q2) Controlling camera viewpoint intuitive 3.04 1.07
(K-Q3) Taking and releasing objects intuitive 3.00 0.98
(C-Q1) Kinect more usable than mouse/keyboard 2.39 0.83
(C-Q2) Mouse/keyboard more usable than Kinect 4.11 0.63
Fig. 14. Averages and standard deviation for application-specific experience questionnaire, comparing dy-
namic feedback to static feedback.
U-Q3 and U-Q10, indicate that the subjects preferred the mouse interface over the
Kinect interface with statistical significance.
Table IV shows the results for the questions specific to Kinect and the comparative
questions. Judging from the numbers, the perception of operating Kinect is neutral.
Informal comments on usability of Kinect also provide some valuable insights. The
advantage of Kinect is felt only after some practice time. Still, Kinect is seen as more
tiring than the mouse interface in the free-format feedback as well; the mouse/keyboard
device is seen as more usable than the Kinect interface.
Figure 14 presents the results on the application experience questions in both dy-
namic and static feedback groups. Table X (in Online Appendix) shows the t-test results
for the two feedback groups.
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It is important to note that the medical students considered the application as very
useful for laboratory training procedures (Question A-Q7).
5.2.3. Knowledge Acquisition. The final question was whether dynamic feedback or static
feedback is superior as to the recall of bio-safety lab protocols. Regarding the seven
multiple-choice questions, in the dynamic version (14 subjects), there were 13.3 cor-
rect answers, on average; in the static version (14 subjects), there were 13.4 correct
answers, on average. This indicates that the type of feedback has no specific impact on
knowledge acquisition of the protocol. We speculate that the subjects remembered the
protocol, which they read just before the spill-cleaning task, equally well. It is interest-
ing to note that the students using the dynamic-feedback version had the impression
of better recall of the session and better understanding of spill handling and mistakes
(Questions A-Q1 to A-Q6).
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we describe the implementation of an intelligent training or rehearsal
system for biohazard laboratory procedures, based on the real-time instantiation of task
models and mouse/keyboard input or gestural interaction. The primary contribution
of the article is an integration of real-time task recognition, error-recognition strate-
gies and error-message generation. This is achieved by providing adequate feedback
messages when users make a mistake or do not know how to proceed. The secondary
contribution is the integration of real-time task recognition with gestural interaction.
A field study demonstrated the robustness of the system and the usefulness of correc-
tive feedback messages for fast recovery. Users would easily understand and heed the
message when performing incorrect actions. It is important to note that errors are more
easily described as part of a dynamic task representations than in a manual, as they
are instanced only once in the task tree, whereas a manual would require repeating
error descriptions in every context in which they can occur, increasing the amount of
text for the user to read. For instance, subjects confused the absorbent paper with the
absorbent pad because of their similar look. One subject (in the static-feedback condi-
tion) even completed the first and second stages of the spill handling with this wrong
tool without noticing. In this way, we hope that users can enhance their knowledge of
the training procedure by getting acquainted with the experience of “how not to do it.”
A new finding from the research was that, quantitatively, the mouse and keyboard
interface was clearly superior to the Kinect interface for our target user group, as judged
from usability indicators. Still, the Kinect interface did not have negative ratings, and
received some supportive comments in the free-text part of the questionnaire. We
expect to improve the usability of the Kinect interface by some minor improvements of
the application, such as preventing the undoing of some successful tasks. Gestures are
convenient for use in virtual-reality environments such as a CAVE [Cabral et al. 2005].
Furthermore, a gesture-based immersive environment has also been shown to increase
children’s engagement with learning materials [Scarlatos and Friedman 2007].
In addition to the implementation of more scenarios, we want to extend the capa-
bilities of the system by including a decision component (or scenario director) that
may modify the environment to test and enhance users’ understanding of the training
scenario. For instance, the decision component could trigger a specific change in the en-
vironment (e.g., trigger another accident at a specific moment) to challenge users into
dealing with two (or more) scenarios at the same time. Integrating our task recognition
capabilities with a scenario director would allow us to create unexpected situations
in which users might learn to apply their biohazard training knowledge in new and
creative ways.
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